'Hundreds die' after being denied cystic fibrosis drug
Chris Smyth

Health Editor

Hundreds of patients have died during
a three-year wrangle over a cystic fibrosis drug, say campaigners who want
action to break the deadlock.
Parents of children with the genetic
disorder have criticised the makers of
Orkambi, accusing it of holding out for
a price it knows the NHS cannot pay.
Vertex, the manufacturer, says it
would go out of business if every country paid what the NHS is offering, and
had to recoup billions spent on research.
Christina Walker of the CF Support
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Group said: "There has been a catastrophic failure over a prolonged period of
time. We can't say how many of those
patients would be alive but a proportion, if they had been treated, would be."
Orkambi would improve Jung function for about half of England's 8,200
patients with cystic fibrosis. lt would also slow patients' decline and, it is hoped,
extend lives. However, its £104,000 per\
patient per year cost was rejected.
Matt Hancock, the health secretary,
accused Vertex of attempting to "hold I
the NHS to ransom" and "rip off the
taxpayer". Yesterday the Conservative I

MP Bill Wiggin used an adjournment
debate to demand that ministers activate a rarely used legal provision caUed
crown use, allowing the government to
make generic versions of the drug for
about £5,000 per patient per year.
Ms Walker, who backs the plan, has
organised a Jetter from dozens of doctors to Vertex, estimating that 220 British patients eligible for Orkambi had
died since the drug was licensed in late
2015. She said it was "heartbreaking" to
see her eight-year-old son, Luis, getting
sicker, estimating he had lost a quarter
of his lung function during the impasse.

Rebecca Hunt, of Vertex, said: "We
are determined to find a solution that
allows the NHS to provide patient access to our precision medicines across
the UK with budget certainty and also
allows Vertex to continue its research
and focus on a cure for cystic fibrosis
and other serious diseases." She said invoking crown use would undermine
Vertex's "ability to achieve these goals".
The Department of Health said:
"We're aware there may be other ave·nues open to resolve this issue, but our
approach remains urging Vertex to accept NHS England's generous offer."

